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Many sequential and parallel chemical reactions involving charged species occur in a
plasma. Data needed to model plasma's chemical and physical environment includes cross-
sections, rate coefficients, and product ion distributions of electron-molecule and ion-
molecule processes. Such reactions are studied by our group away from the complexity of the
plasma environment, with experimental techniques thai allow us to concentrate on a single
process, where usually only one or two species are involved. A molecule commonly used in
plasma etching applications is S F G ' J . We have performed a series of positive ion-molecule
and electron attachment studies on SF6 and related molecules, including SeF(„ TeF6 (i.e. XFc,
molecules), SF3CF3 and SF5CI (i.e. SF5X molecules)]"8. The studies of ion reactions wilh and
electron attachment to SF<, and physically similar molecules are of value when seeking to
understand the ion and electron chemistry occurring in SF<, containing plasmas. The results of
these studies are presented in this poster.

Ion-Molecule Reactions

Rate coefficients and ion product branching ratios have been determined with the Selected
Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) at room temperature (300 K) for reactions of SFSX with the following
twenty-two cations; N e \ F*, Ar+, Nj*. N~, CO*, CQj*. O+, N2O+, H2O+, ( V , S F / , CF 2 \ SF~,
SF2

+, N07+, SF5
+, NO*, CF*, CF,+, SF3*, and H3O* (listed in order of decreasing

recombination energy), SFj*, NO:*, NO+, SFj*, and HjO+ are found to be unreaclive with
bolh S F J C F J and SF5CI. The majority of the other reactions proceed with rate coefficients
that are close to the capture value. Those found to occur at rates significantly less than the
capture mechanism value are the reactions of O2*, SFT, SFS

+, and CF3* with SF5CF3, and SF4*
and SFs* with SFjCI. Several distinct processes are observed among the large number of
reactions studied, including dissociative charge transfer and various abstraction channels.
Non-dissociative charge transfer is not observed, implying that the parent ton dissociates
rapidly to the fragment ion and associated neutral(s). Figure 1 illustrates the reaction
pathways accessible to the reagent ions either by dissociative charge transfer (simple
fragmentation) and those involving migration of an F atom across the S-C bond.

Electron Attachment Studies

Electron attachment rate coefficients and anion product branching ratios have been
measured for electron attachment to XF(i (X = S, Se and Te) and SF5X~(X = Cl and CF3),
using an atmospheric pressure drift tube apparatus connected to a mass spectrometer. Results
from these studies are presented. Electron attachment so XF4 was observed 10 produce XF(,'
and XFj'. When extrapolated 10 zero attaching gas concentration, the branching ratios are
found to be similar, with XFs' dominant in each case. Despite this similarity, the electron
attachment rate coefficients are found to be markedly different: k(SeFfc) ~ lO^kfSFi,) ;
k(TeF6) - )0°xk(SF6). SF5CF3 and SFjCI are also found 10 attach electrons ai a much slower
rate than SF6.
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Figure I. Adiabatiu dissociaiive ionisation limits below 22 cV for SFjCfrV The limits arc divided into those
attained by simple fragmentation, and those involving the migration of an F atom across the S-C bund.
The recombination energies cf the reagent ions with RE > 11 cV are also presented in the figure. The
electrons have been omitted from the labelling of the various limits.
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